
 

Parenting from the Tree of Life 

Summary Points - Visit 8 - Chapter 8 

1. Awakening within all children around three years of age is one of the most fascinating 
components of human development—the ability to make a distinction between right and 
wrong, honorable and shameful, and pleasing and offensive. 

2. The level of moral knowledge and understanding parents possess usually translates into moral 
lessons their children receive. 

3. The human conscience actually functions at two levels. There is the “lower” conscience and the 
“higher” conscience, also referred to as the “untrained” and “trained” conscience. 

4. The lower conscience contains man’s innate sense of right and wrong, while the higher 
conscience is subject to training and learns the specific standards of right and wrong. 

5. The trainable conscience has the ability to receive and store moral principles (a moral 
inventory), and then act on those principles. 

6. The four impulses of the conscience—prompting, confirming, warning, and accusing. Each 
operates in harmony with the values stored in the warehouse. 

7. The conscience warns us when we are about to do wrong. If we do not heed that warning, our 
conscience accuses through the mechanism of “guilt,” the feeling of having done wrong. 

8. The conscience will also prompt us to do the right thing, and then confirms us when we do. 
Instead of guilt, it is the presence of moral peace and affirmation. 

9. It is not enough to teach children how to act morally; parents must also teach them how to 
think morally. 

10. The primary reason children do not internalize virtues or complementary values is because 
parental instruction too often lacks moral reason. Parents tell their children what to do, but do 
not tell them why they should do it. 

11. The moral principle travels with the child and becomes the restrainer of wrong behavior and 
the encourager of right behavior, even when Mom and Dad are not present. 

12. As a general rule, parents should offer a moral reason when a situation concerns people and a 
practical reason when a situation relates to things. 

13. The healthy, positive conscience says, “I ought to do this because it is right,” or, “I ought not do 
this because it is wrong.” The prohibitive conscience says, “I must do this, or else I’ll be 
punished.” 

14. Positive development takes place when parents build into their child’s conscience the reason 
why “right is right” and “wrong is wrong.” A child will develop a healthy conscience when 
parents encourage doing right and not simply discourage the child from doing wrong. 

15. The prohibitive conscience is not a guilty conscience, but an on-going state of potential guilt. 


